PATCHES

Sew your colours
The design and manufacture of uniform patches is strictly
regulated by the ADF. For many years, we have been
trusted to create woven and embroidered patches for
official uniform wear. While the canvas may be small, you
can think big when creating uniform patches. Mascots,
mottos, crests and colours can be combined in striking
ways to convey the distinctive identity of your unit.
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Patch creation process
QUOTE: Your quote includes setup fees and unit price breakdowns.
ARTWORK: Once you have accepted the quote our experienced design team will work with you to
create detailed colour artwork and a digital mock-up so you can see what your patch will look like.
PRODUCTION: Production and delivery time is about 4 weeks from receipt of your signed approval.

Manufacturing methods
Patches are available in two finishes – Embroidered or Woven and can be provided with
hook-and-loop backing for attachment.
EMBROIDERED PATCHES: Embroidery provides a rich textured finish where the pattern is sitched
over a sturdy backing material. Embroidery is a traditional patch manufacturing technique and can
give the patch a 3D effect.
WOVEN PATCHES: In a woven patch the design is woven directly into the patch fabric, much the
same as higher quality ties. This method produces a flat patch with extraordinary detail in the
image and wording.

Embroidered patch

Woven patch

Navy uniform patches
The development and wearing of uniform patches within the ADF is strictly governed. Our team is
highly experienced with the creation of policy-compliant uniform patches and can guide you along the
process however you should ensure you have sought and obtained appropriate clearances for your
design before proceeding to manufacture.
The standard uniform patches for the Australian Military are provided as a guide. Navy: 100mm x
50mm Army: 75mm x 55mm Air Force: 80mm x 50mm. We can also make custom and event
patches at any size.

GET STARTED
Get started with your plaque. Call or email our professional and knowledgeable team to
discuss your patch requirements.
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